Abstract-One of the main challenges of a Solid-State transformer (SST) lies in the dc-dc conversion stage. In this work, a Quadruple-Active-Bridge (QAB) dc-dc converter is investigated to be used as the basic module for the whole dc-dc stage. Besides the feature of high power density and soft-switching operation, the QAB converter provides a solution with a reduced number of high frequency transformers, since more bridges are connected to the same multi-winding transformer. To ensure soft-switching in the full operation range of the converter, two modulation strategies are investigated: the phase-shift modulation and the triangular current modulation. The theoretical analysis is developed for both modulation strategies and a comparison between them is carried out. In order to validate the theoretical analysis, a 20 kW prototype was built and tested.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the smart grid technologies have received more and more attention, as a feasible solution to manage in an efficient way the increased demand and the high penetration of distributed generation (DG). One of these technologies is the Smart Transformer, which is a Solid-State Transformer [1] - [2] with control and communication functionality [3] . This power electronics based system uses a high frequency (HF) transformer, reducing volume and weight, and it can also provide ancillary services to the grid, such as: power factor correction, active filtering, VAR compensation, electronics protection and disturbance rejection [1] - [2] .
The three-stage ST is usually composed of a MediumVoltage (MV) ac-dc stage, a HF isolated dc-dc stage and a Low-Voltage (LV) dc-ac stage. The main challenge of this architecture is the dc-dc conversion stage, since it has strict requirements, such as: high rated power, high current capability in LV side, high voltage capability in HV side, high frequency isolation and high efficiency.
To meet all these requirements, two solutions have been widely investigated: the first one is to use standard converter with high voltage rating devices [4] - [5] , while the second one is based on the modular concept, in which several modules are used to share the total voltage and power among them [6] - [8] . Although the modular solution presents a high component count, it has several advantages compared to the fist solution, such as: low dv/dt (low EMI emission), possibility to use standard low voltage rating devices and also modularity, which enables fault tolerance capability.
Several converters have been investigated to be used as module of the main core of the ST, but the Dual-Active-Bridge (DAB) and the Series-Resonant converter (SR) have received more attention, due their advantages of soft-switching, high efficiency and power density [9] - [8] . The Series-Resonant dcdc converter presents a well regulated output voltage for wide range of load (when operating in discontinuous-conductionmode), avoiding the requirement of control loops. For that reason, it is also called dc-transformer [6] - [8] . On the other hand, when the output voltage control or power flow control is required, the DAB converter is more advantageous, since it enables the active control of the transferred power [9] - [11] . The Multiple Active Bridge (MAB) is an alternative solution for the DAB or SRC. This kind of converter was firstly introduced in [12] and it was applied in a solid-state transformer in [13] , in order to connect renewable energy sources and storage system to the grid. The MAB converter has the same features of the DAB converter, with the additional characteristic to reduce the number of the HF transformers, since the MAB converter integrates more active bridges into a single transformer. In this context, this paper investigates the application of the Quad-Active-Bridge (QAB) dc-dc converter as a basic converter to build the entire ST system.
The QAB converter is composed of four active bridges connected to the same HF transformer. Fig. 1 shows the ST architecture using the QAB converter as a basic module of the dc-dc stage, while Fig. 2 shows the topology of the QAB converter. A basic specification of the QAB converter for distribution system application is presented in Table I , where a very high Medium Voltage DC (MVDC) link is required. In order to share the MVDC link with the maximum number of modules, three bridges of the QAB converter are connected to the MV side, while only one is connected in the LV side, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . Table I lists the specification of the QAB converter.
The main contribution of this paper is the investigation of the QAB converter as a basic cell for a modular ST application. To control the converter, the well-known phaseshift modulation is initially considered. Nevertheless, this modulation method has some limitations regarding the softswitching operating range, when the output voltage varies. For this reason, an alternative scheme based on the triangular current modulation is also investigated in this paper. In section II, the operation principle of the converter is presented and both modulations schemes are described. The semiconductors current effort and transformer current effort are presented and discussed in Section III. In section IV, the operation of the QAB converter with unbalanced load in the MV cells and the impact on the structure is discussed. Finally, experimental results obtained for both modulation strategies under investigation are presented in Section V.
II. OPERATION PRINCIPLE
The QAB is composed of four active bridges and for the analysis, each of them is denoted by the letters a, b, c and d. The elements of the bridges have sub-index i = {a, b, c, d} to indicate the bridge the element belongs to, as depicted in Fig.  2 . In ST application, the bridge a is connected to the LV side, while the bridges b, c and d are connected to the MV side. All bridges can exchange power among themselves and the possible power paths are depicted in Fig. 4 (b) , where each bridge is symbolized by the voltage source v i .
In standard operation, the power flows from the MV to the LV side and the bridges b, c and d process the same amount of power, i.e. balanced power condition, given by P 1 , P 2 and P 3 , respectively. This point of operation is represented in Fig.  4 (c) .
The unbalanced condition, where the powers P 1 , P 2 and P 3 are positive, but not equal, is also a common operation in ST application and this situation is depicted in Fig. 4 (d) . This condition can happen in case of a dynamic response of the system, where the MV cells process unbalanced instantaneous power or even intentionally to perform other kinds of optimization.
An unusual operation is depicted in Fig. 4 (e), where the power flows not only from the MV to the LV side, but also from one MV cell to the others MV cells. In this situation, a MV cell operates as source and load. Although this situation is very unlikely, it is presented here to demonstrate the versatility of the QAB converter in ST application.
Similarly to the DAB, there are several possibilities to modulate the QAB converter. Originally, the classical phaseshift modulation strategy has been applied to most multiple active bridge solutions present in literature.
Nevertheless, a different modulation strategy based on the Triangular Current Modulation (TCM) was applied to the QAB converter in [14] , as a possible solution to increase the soft-switching range in variable output voltage conditions. In standard operation of the ST, variation on the QAB converter output voltage is not expected. However, in fault case one or more faulty cells are disconnected from the system, as depicted in Fig. 3 , and then all the remaining cells must reconfigure the system adjusting its output voltage, in order to keep the MVDC link in the correct value after the fault. For this condition, the PSM might operate with hard switching and this motivates the investigation of the TCM for QAB converter. In this paper these two modulation strategies will be compared.
To analyze the converter, an equivalent circuit based on the Y-model and depicted in Fig. 4 (a) (1) and (2), respectively, where
A. Phase-Shift Modulation Strategy For phase-shift operation, rectangular voltages v a , v b , v c and v d with phase shift ϕ a , ϕ b , ϕ c and ϕ d , respectively, and constant switching frequency f s are applied to the transformer. The power is controlled by the phase difference among the bridges and it can be generally described as 
where, i = a, b, c, d and k = a, b, c, d, according to [13] . In this work, the LV bridge is used as the reference cell, thus it is defined that ϕ a = 0. In the case, the power exchanged among the cells a and b is given by (4) . The main waveform of the PSM is shown in Fig. 5 (a) .
The PSM is characterized by ZVS turn-on, but this features depends on the input and output voltages relation and also the load [15] . As the input and output voltage are considered constant, the converter can be properly designed to work with ZVS operation for its entire range of operation. As a disadvantage, a high level of reactive power that circulates in the high frequency transformer when the phase-shift operation angle is high. Therefore, to avoid high reactive circulating current, a relatively low nominal phase-shift angle must be chosen on the converters design.
B. Triangular Current Modulation Strategy
The TCM was previously applied to the DAB converter in [16] and then extended to the QAB converter in [14] . Differently from the previous modulation strategy, the TCM uses the duty-cycle to control the power transferred among the bridges. Using the TCM, the switches of the MV cells can operate with ZCS and the circulating reactive power on the converter can be reduced. However, the current on the semiconductors and transformer can have a high root-meansquare (rms) value, due to the triangular current shape with high peak, impacting on the conduction losses.
In this analysis, it is considered that the QAB converter operates in balanced condition, i.e. P 1 = P 2 = P 3 and the LV
The basic principle of the TCM is to impose a triangular current on the inductors, as shown in Fig. 5 (b) . To achieve that, the voltages v a and v b should have the waveforms depicted in Fig. 5 (b) and consequently the voltage v x is
As can seen in Fig. 5 (b) , the current in the inductor starts from zero and reaches its maximum value ∆i Lb during the period of time between 0 < t < D 2 T s , where T s is the switching period.
The current variation during this period, denoted as ∆i Lb (0<t<D2T s) , can be calculated by using (2) , where v x is given by (5) . As the currents start from zero, the switches S 2 and S 3 of the LV side and also the switches S 5 and S 6 of the MV side turn-on at Zero-Current-Switching (ZCS).
Likewise, during the period 0 < t < D 2 T s , the currents decrease from ∆i Lb until reaches zero again. For this period, the current variation denoted as ∆i Lb (D2T s<t<T s) can also be calculated by (2) . In the moment t = D 2 T s , the current is zero and the switch S1 turned-off at ZCS.
To achieve ZCS operation regardless the load and input or output voltages levels, the condition ∆i Lb (0<t<D2T s) = ∆i Lb (D2T s<t<T s) must be satisfied. As a results, the relation between the duty-cycle D 1 and D 2 is found and presented in (6) .
The total power transferred from the LV to the MV is given by (7) [14] . Thus, the duty-cycle of the LV bridge D 1 can be used to control the power transferred from the MV to the LV side, while the duty-cycle of the MV bridges, D 2,3,4 can be calculated to ensure the ZCS operation of the converter.
III. SEMICONDUCTORS AND TRANSFORMER EFFORT
In order to evaluate the performance in terms of efficiency of the QAB converter with both modulation strategies, the current effort on the semiconductors and transformer, as well as the power losses in these elements are calculated and compared.
For the PSM, the current waveforms on the primary side transformer and also on the semiconductors of the LV bridge and MV bridge are depicted in Fig. 6 . To calculate the rms and average value of these waveforms, the equations (8) and (9) are used. Similarly, for the TCM, the current waveforms are shown in Fig. 6 . The current efforts on the semiconductors and transformer for this modulation method were demonstrated in [14] and the equations are used in this work. The efforts are calculated taking into account the specification shown in Table I and the results are presented in Fig. 7 . To evaluate the performance of the converter for the entire possible range of operation, a maximum phase shift of ϕ = 90
• for the PSM and a maximum duty-cycle of D = 0.5 for the TCM were considered. The inductor was designed in order to have the maximum power at maximum control variable (phase angle for the PSM and duty-cycle for the TCM), resulting a L = 80µH for PSM and L = 22.5µH for TCM.
As can be seen in Fig. 7 (a) , the rms current in the semiconductor of the MV cell are always lower for the PSM, compared to the TCM. However, for the primary side current, there is a region where the TCM presents lower rms current. The main reason for that is the high reactive power on the converter due to the high phase shift operation angle. This effect is also observed in the rms current on the transformer primary side, depicted in Fig. 7 (c) .
The average current through the semiconductors for both modulation methods are shown in Fig. 7 (b) . According to this graphic, the primary side semiconductors carry the same average current for both modulation methods. However, the average current on the secondary side semiconductors are higher for the TCM method. Therefore, for this graphics, higher conduction losses for the TCM compared to the PSM are expected. In a fault case, the output voltage of the remaining QAB converter cells must be adjusted in order to compensate the faulty cell, providing a regulated MVDC link after the fault. The variation of the QAB converter output voltage has impact on the current efforts of the semiconductors and transformer. Fig. 8 shows the current effort on the semiconductor and transformer, in case of a fault of one and two cells. As can be noticed, the current efforts increase significantly for low power (lower than 25% of the total power) when the QAB operates with the PSM and one faulty cell. In case of two faulty cells and PSM operation, the current efforts is even higher for processed power lower than 43% of the total power. Thus, in faulty operation, it is more advantageous to employ the TCM in case of light load. Moreover, in this condition the ZVS operation achieved with the PSM is not ensured anymore, and switching losses will be added in the converter losses.
IV. UNBALANCED CONDITION
In the theoretical analysis performed so far, steady-state and balanced condition is considered, i.e. P 1 = P 2 = P 3 . Nevertheless, situation in which different power level are processed by the MV cells will happen often in ST. For that reason, the performance of the converter during unbalanced condition is also studied in this work. Fig. 9 shows the main voltage and current waveforms of the QAB converter for unbalanced condition. Regardless the modulation strategy, the inductor current waveform might have a high rms value in highly unbalanced operation, as those cases presented in [13] and [12] . However, for ST application, it is considered that the power flowing in each bridge does not change its direction, but only the power level is changed, as the case presented in Fig. 4 (c) . Thus, the MV currents (i Lb , i Lc and i Ld ) waveforms will be modified, but the impact on the i La current is minimum.
For the PSM, the main waveforms are shown in Fig. 9 (a) for a realistic situation in unbalanced condition, in which one MV cell processes around 30% more power than the other MV cells. The imbalance can be easily observed on the current waveforms i Lb and i Lc , but slightly noticed on the current i La . This represents a great advantage of this structure, since an imbalance does not affect significantly the LV cell, which is responsible for the major losses of the converter, due to its high current. Fig. 10 (a) shows the current effort on the semiconductors of the cells b and c, when the QAB converter operates with PSM and an imbalance of 15% (i.e. one MV cell c process 15% more power then the others) and 30%. This graphic was plotted using the same specifications and parameters already presented in Section III.
For the TCM scheme, the main waveforms are shown in 9 (b) for a condition where the bridge c procesess 30% more power than the others bridges. In this case, the duty-cycle D 3 of the cell c is slightly higher than the D 2 and D 4 . It is important to note in this figure that the imbalance causes the loss of the ZCS, adding switching losses to the converter, since the current starts from a small constant dc value, but different from zero.
As can be observed in Fig. 9 (b) , the voltage v x has one more level, caused by the duty-cycle difference given by ∆D = D 3 − D 2 , and this additional level makes the current i b decrease and the current i c increase. Afterward, both currents decrease with the same slope, but they reach different values, because they started from different points. As a conclusion, the variable ∆D has direct impact on the dc value of the currents, and consequently the additional power delivered by the MV cell. For that reason, this new variable can be used to control the power exchange among the MV cells, as described in [14] . Fig. 10 (a) shows the current effort on the semiconductors of the cells b and c, when the QAB converter operates with TCM and an imbalance of 15% (i.e. one MV cell processing 15% more power then the others) and 30%, in order to point out the imbalance on the semiconductors effort.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to verify the operation and evaluate the performance of the QAB converter with both modulation strategies, a 20 kW prototype was designed, and the converter performance was verified experimentally.
The converter specifications, as well as the selected components used in the prototype are shown in Table II .
As can be noticed in Section III, the required inductance for the TCM is lower than the value required for the TCM. Likewise, for the PSM the transformer turn ratio should be chosen in order to have the same voltage level on the primary side and reflected secondary side. However, this situation must be avoided for the TCM. As the experimental results were obtained for both modulation methods using the same prototype, different output voltages were utilized, according to the modulation strategy, in order to have similar performance.
The experimental results consist of the relevant voltage and current waveforms for steady-state operation of the QAB converter using both presented modulation methods. The main waveforms obtained from the prototype are shown in Fig. 11 . Considering the limitations of dc voltage sources, the LV port was connected to the DC supply and the ohter ports were connected to loads (reverse power flow operation).
The results of the converter operating with TCM for balanced and unbalanced loads are shown in Fig. 11 (a) and (b) , respectively. In Fig. 11 (a) , the converter processes around 2.2 kW, divided equally among the MV cells. As expected, the current and voltage waveforms are very similar to the theoretical waveforms and the ZCS feature can be noticed in the figure. Fig. 11 (b) shows the results for unbalanced condition, where the bridges b and d process 640 W, while the bridge c process 480 W, resulting in a total power of approximately 1.8 kW. For safety reasons (open semiconductor modules without the insulating gel), the test was performed with voltage of 150V in the secondary side. As can seen in Fig. 11 (b) , the ZCS feature is lost.
Similarly, Fig. 11 (c) and (d) show the results for the QAB converter operating with PSM. It is important to note that the PSM modulation results were obtained with switching frequency of 40 kHz.To ensure ZVS operation, the results were obtained for the same input and output voltage of 200 V. The results for balanced load condition is depicted in Fig. 11 (c) and it is presented just to point out the proper operation of the QAB converter. In Fig. 11 (c) , the imbalance can be noticed on the waveform of the current i Lb . However, this effect is not very evident on the current i La .
VI. CONCLUSION
In the framework of Solid-State transformer development, modular architectures will play a fundamental role. In this paper, a quadruple active bridge converter is employed as a basic cell of the dc-dc conversion stage of the ST. The theoretical analysis of the QAB converter was carried out considering the phase-shift modulation scheme and the triangular current modulation. From the comparison it is observed that in standard operation the phase-shift modulation presents lower current effort on the semiconductors and transformer, compared to the triangular current modulation, implying also reduced conduction losses. However, in a fault case, where the system must be reconfigured and the MV cells must work with higher voltage, the triangular current modulation is more advantageous.
Moreover, the theoretical analysis and experimental results showed that unbalanced load in the MV cells has an insignificant effect on the primary side current, which is responsible for the major converter losses. In other words, Fig. 11 . Experimental results of the QAB converter using both modulation strategies and considering balanced and unbalanced conditions: (a) for the TCM and balanced load condition, (b) for the TCM and imbalance of 25%, (c) for the PSM and balanced load condition, (d) for the PSM and imbalance on the MV side. Leakage inductance
Transformer turn ratio n = 1 : 1 : 1 : 1
Output filter capacitor C = 500µF
IGBT S 1,2,3,4 Infineon SIGC32T120R3E IGBT3 (1200V/25A) for the configuration used in this work, the current effort on the primary side and consequently the conduction losses is unaffected by the imbalance in the MV cells.
